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Abstract 
 

This paper addresses how information visualization can 
support users in the meta search process and some of the 
design issues that arise. It describes MetaCrystal and its 
linked tools that enable users to control how to combine 
and filter the search results by different search engines. A 
hierarchy of aggregation is employed to provide users 
with quick insights into the number of documents found by 
a specific number or combination of search engines. 
MetaCrystal enables users to visually perform advanced 
filtering operations, such as complex Boolean constraints. 
This paper also discusses how to support tight coupling 
between the filtering controls and tools that operate at 
different levels of aggregation. 
 
 

1. Introduction 

Information visualization aims to develop visual tools 
that enable users to explore and gain insight into large and 
abstract information spaces [7]. It employs visual coding 
and interaction principles to create visual abstractions that 
leverage human perceptual abilities to detect patterns and 
relationships of interest [7]. This paper addresses how 
information visualization can support users in the meta 
search process and discusses some of the design issues 
that arise. It illustrates some of the visual coding and 
interaction techniques that can be used to help users com-
bine and filter the top documents returned by different 
Internet search engines. 

Individual search engines only index 20% of the 
Internet [17] and therefore return different documents for 
the same query. Meta search engines address this limita-
tion by combining the results returned by different en-
gines. The automatic and effective fusion of different 
search engine results can be difficult [4]. While meta 
search engines exist that visually organize the retrieved 

documents, [9, 12 13, 16, 21] no meta search interface 
provides users with an overview of the precise overlap be-
tween the search engines. Meta searching can benefit 
from such a visualization, because: a) documents found 
by multiple search engines are more likely to be relevant 
[10, 19]; b) it is difficult to predict the quality of coverage 
for single search engines, because they tend to cover less 
than 20% of the Internet [17]; c) some engines are more 
effective than others depending on the search domain 
[11]; and d) users may prefer or trust some engines more 
than others. This suggests that active user involvement 
could make a difference when deciding how to combine 
the search results returned by different engines.  

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses 
the design requirements for a visual meta search tool. 
Section 3 briefly reviews related work. In section 4, 
MetaCrystal and its linked tools are described. Section 5 
describes the hierarchy of aggregation used to organize 
the retrieved documents. Section 6 shows how users can 
visually perform advanced filtering operations, such as 
complex Boolean constraints. Section 7 discusses how to 
support tight coupling between the controls and tools that 
operate at different levels of aggregation. 

2. Design requirements 

The hallmark of an effective visualization is that it 
guides users toward relevant information. Ranked lists 
have the advantage that users know where to start their 
search for potentially relevant documents. However, users 
have to move sequentially though the list and only a small 
subset of the documents is visible at any given moment. A 
meta search interface needs to make it easy for users to 
decide where to start their visual search and at the same 
time show as many of the retrieved documents as possible 
in a structured and compact way. MetaCrystal’s design is 
also guided by the fact that documents found by multiple 
search methods are more likely to be relevant [10, 19]. It 
consists of several linked and coordinated tools: the 
Category View, Cluster Bulls-Eye and RankSpiral. The 
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former groups and aggregates all the documents found by 
the same combination of search engines. The latter two 
use related, but complementary organizing principles to 
display all the individual documents. All these tools 
incorporate a “bull’s eye” layout so that users can expect 
to find documents found by multiple engines toward the 
center of the displays. Thus, MetaCrystal shares a key 
advantage of a ranked list and overcomes its limitations; it 
guides users toward to potentially relevant documents, 
while displaying a large number of documents.  

While research has shown that documents found by 
multiple retrieval methods are more likely to be relevant 
[9, 18], users may also want to examine the documents 
only found by their preferred engines. MetaCrystal 
enables users to quickly identify documents found by 
multiple search engines and at the same time to scan the 
top documents retrieved by a single engine.  

The human visual system can process certain visual 
properties, such as position, size, orientation, color or 
shape, pre-attentively or at an early stage of visual proc-
essing [24]. The choice of such visual encodings can 
reduce the cognitive burden for users and help them inter-
pret a visual display more quickly. MetaCrystal uses 
position, size, orientation, color or shape as visual cues to 
encode which search engines retrieved a document.  

It is critical that visualization tools leverage the 
perceptual processes that group visual elements based on 
their proximity, similarity, continuity, connectedness 
and/or containment relationships. The Category View and 
Cluster Bulls-Eye employ proximity and similarity 
principles when positioning documents. Containment is 
utilized by mapping documents retrieved by the same 
number of search engines into the same concentric ring. 
The RankSpiral uses continuity and connectedness princi-
ples by displaying the documents along a spiral. 

Information visualization supports a variety of interac-
tion techniques to enable users to rapidly explore and pro-
gressively filter large data sets. The major interaction 
methods are: direct manipulation, linked displays, zoom-
ing, details-on-demand, dynamic queries, filtering, tight 
coupling, focus + context and animated transitions [1, 7]. 
MetaCrystal’s direct manipulation interface enables users 
to iteratively compose and edit meta searches that visual-
ize the precise overlap between up to five search engines. 
Its linked and coordinated tools support zooming and 
details-on-demand to give users an immediate sense of a 
document’s content and how the different engines con-
tributed to its total ranking score. Users can perform 
advanced filtering operations visually. The different fil-
tering controls and linked tools are tightly coupled. Focus 
+ context interaction is supported. Users can visually 
merge or simplify existing crystals and the transformation 
is animated to help users track and assimilate the change. 

3. Related work 

Several meta search engines have been developed that 
visualize the combined retrieved documents. Vivísimo 
[23] organizes the retrieved documents using the familiar 
hierarchical folders metaphor. At the end of each 
document summary, the search engines are listed that 
retrieved the document, together with the ranking by each 
of these engines. Kartoo [16] creates a 2-D map of the 
highest ranked documents and also displays the key terms 
that can be added or subtracted from the current query to 
broaden or narrow it. Grokker [12] uses nested circles or 
rectangles to visualize a hierarchical grouping of the 
search results. MetaSpider [9] uses a self-organizing 2-D 
map approach to classify and display the retrieved docu-
ments. Sparkler [13] combines a bull’s eye layout with 
star plots, where a document is plotted on each star spoke 
based on its rankings by the different engines. None of 
these visual meta search tools provide users with a 
compact visualization of the precise overlap between the 
search engines. Instead, they require substantial user 
interaction to infer the degree of overlap. Further, none of 
them enable users to control how the search results by the 
different engines are combined.  

4. MetaCrystal  

MetaCrystal helps users control and gain insight into 
how to combine and filter the top documents retrieved by 
different search engines. Its design is guided by the fact 
that documents found by multiple search methods are 
more likely to be relevant [10, 19]. Implemented in Flash, 
using ActionScript, its linked tools support flexible 
exploration, enable advanced filtering operations and 
guide users toward relevant information. The Category 
View displays the number of documents retrieved by 
different search engine combinations. The Cluster Bulls-
Eye tool displays all the retrieved documents; documents 
found by multiple engines cluster toward the center and at 
same time users can easily scan the top documents found 
by a single engine. The RankSpiral tool places all the 
documents sequentially along a spiral based on their total 
ranking scores to make it easy for users to identify the top 
documents found by a specific number of engines.  

4.1. Category View 

Modeled on the InfoCrystal layout [21], the interior 
consists of category icons, whose shapes, colors, positions 
and orientations encode different search engine combina-
tions. At the periphery, colored and star-shaped input 
icons represent the different search engines, whose top 
documents are “flowing” into the crystal and are 
compared to compute the contents of the category icons.  
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Hierarchy of Aggregation 
Rank icons aggregate specific 
category icons, which in turn 
aggregate document icons. 

Rank icons represent the number of documents found by a 
specific number of engines.  
Shape coding is used to encode the number of engines 
which found the same documents. 

Google Teoma 

Category icons represent the number of documents 
found by specific combination of engines. 
Selected icons use shape and color coding. 

AltaVista 

Lycos 

Teoma 

AltaVista Lycos 

Figure 2: shows the Hierarchy of Aggregation used in MetaCrystal. The selected rank icon represents all the documents retrieved 
by three engines. Thus, the selected category icons represent all the possible combinations of three engines out of the four being 
compared. Specifically, a category icon represents all the documents that were retrieved by a specific combination of engines.  

Document icon shows the specific combination of 
engines that retrieved it. Shape and color coding 

indicate how many and which engines found a 
document. Size coding and degree 

 of color saturation indicate the 
ranking by each engine. 

Details-on-Demand shows title, content snippet, 
total ranking score and bar charts of the rankings 
by the engines that retrieved a document. 
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The icon in the center of the Category View displays the 
number of documents retrieved by all engines. The 
number of engines represented by a category icon 
decreases toward the periphery. Figure 1 shows the 
overlap between the top 100 documents found by Google, 
Teoma, AltaVista, Lycos and MSN, when searching for 
information visualization: three documents are found by 
all engines; four documents by Google, AltaVista, Lycos 
and MSN but not Teoma; and most of the documents are 
retrieved by a single engine. The Category View uses 
shape (size), color, proximity and orientation coding to 
visually organize the category icons and show how they 
are related to the input icons. Each search engine is 
assigned a unique color code, because color is a good 
choice for encoding categorical data [24]. Shape coding is 
used for a category icon if we want to emphasize the 
number of search engines it represents. Size coding is 
employed to emphasize the number of documents re-
trieved by a search engine combination (see Figure 4). 

4.2. Cluster Bulls-Eye 

This tool shows how all the retrieved documents are 
related to the different engines, because a document’s 
position reflects the relative difference between its rank-
ings by the different search engines. Documents with 
similar rankings by the different engines will be placed in 
close proximity (see Figure 1). Shape, color and orienta-
tion coding indicate which search engines retrieved a 
document. The Cluster Bulls-Eye tool uses polar coordi-
nates to display the documents: the radius value is related 
to a document’s total ranking score so that the score in-
creases toward the center; the angle reflects the relative 
ratio of a document’s rankings by the different engines. 
The total ranking score of a document is calculated by 
adding the number of engines that retrieved it and the 
average of its different rankings. This causes documents 
retrieved by the same number of engines to cluster and to 
be contained in the same concentric ring (see Figure 1). 
Specifically, documents with high rankings by the dif-
ferent engines cluster in their respective concentric rings 
so that they are closest to the center of the display and the 
size of their icons is set to the largest value. Documents 
with low rankings cluster furthest away from the center in 
their respective rings and the size of their icons is set to 
the smallest value. The use of size coding makes it easy 
for users to identify the top documents found by a specific 
number of search engines. In addition, a document’s 
position is influenced by the input icons. Although not 
shown explicitly in this tool, the input icons act as “points 
of interest” that pull a document toward them based on 
the document’s rankings by the different engines. Several 
“Points-of-Interest” (POI) visualizations have been devel-
oped [4, 9, 15, 19]. A key design goal of MetaCrystal is to 
map the documents so that users can use the distance from 

the display’s center as a visual cue of a document’s po-
tential relevance. It can be shown that a POI visualization 
does not satisfy this design goal because it can map 
documents close to the center even though their total 
ranking scores are low [22]. The Cluster Bulls-Eye com-
bines a POI display with a “bull’s eye” mapping to ensure 
that users will always find documents with high total 
ranking scores toward its center. It also makes it easy for 
users to scan the top documents found by a single engine.  

4.3. RankSpiral 

Search engines tend to display their results as ranked 
lists, which can only show a limited number of documents 
in a single screen. The RankSpiral overcomes this limita-
tion by placing all documents sequentially along an ex-
panding spiral (see Figure 1). A document’s distance from 
the center is inversely related to its total ranking score. 
The score increases toward the center, ensuring that users 
can expect to find relevant documents in the center’s 
vicinity. Consecutive documents are placed adjacent to 
each other so that they do not overlap, even if they have 
the same total ranking score. Shape, color and orientation 
coding are used to visualize which engines retrieved a 
document. Documents retrieved by the same number of 
engines are placed consecutively along the spiral and in 
the same concentric ring as in the Cluster Bulls-Eye. The 
RankSpiral tool makes it easy for users to identify the 
“top” documents found by a specific number of engines. 
Its spiral’s structure can be used to solve the labeling 
problem [22]. For each document, the radial distance to 
the icon that has the same angle as the document in 
question can be computed. This distance can be used to 
display titles so that they not occlude any document icons. 
Thus, the RankSpiral makes it possible for users to 
rapidly scan large numbers of documents and their titles 
in a way that minimizes occlusions and maximizes 
information density. 

5. Hierarchy of aggregation 

MetaCrystal’s filtering controls and its linked tools 
aggregate the retrieved documents in multiple ways. The 
Rank Control groups all the documents found by the same 
number of search engines. The Category View aggregates 
all the documents found by the same combination of 
search engines. The Cluster Bulls-Eye and the RankSpiral 
tools use related, but complementary organizing princi-
ples to display all the individual documents. Figure 2 
shows the hierarchy of aggregation used to enable users 
to quickly determine the number of documents that have 
been found by a specific number or combination of search 
engines. Shape coding is used to represent the number of 
engines that retrieved the same document; color coding is 
used to represent the specific engines that found it.  
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All icons are selected, which is 
equivalent to the OR of all the inputs. 

Google AND Teoma AND AltaVista 

Google AND Teoma AND NOT AltaVista 

AltaVista Teoma 

Google 
Category View = “Boolean Calculator” 
Each category icon represents a distinct Boolean 
relationship among the inputs. 
The Category View represents all possible  
Boolean queries among the inputs  
in disjunctive normal form. 

Google AND NOT Teoma AND NOT AltaVista 

AltaVista Teoma AltaVista Teoma 

Google Google 

2. AND Teoma 

1. AND Google 

AND 

All icons related to Google are selected All icons related to Google AND Teoma are selected 

Figure 3: the Category View can be used as a “Boolean Calculator”, because it represents all possible Boolean queries involving its 
inputs in disjunctive normal form. The bottom figures show how users can iteratively specify the Boolean query “Google AND Teoma”. 
First, users select the “AND” icon in the “Boolean Filters” control and the cursor changes its appearance. If the cursor is placed in the 
area associated with a specific input, the cursor shape will reflect this and a mouse click will (de)select the category icons based on 
the selected Boolean operator and input. Users can sequentially apply Boolean operators to filter the found documents, where 
category icons not selected are displayed using size, but no color coding. 
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At the highest level of aggregation, the rank icon 
represents the documents found by a specific number of 
search engines and it aggregates all the category icons 
that represent the different combinations of engines with 
the same rank. Next, the category icon represents the 
documents found by a specific combination of engines. 
The document icon shows which search engine 
combination retrieved the document, using shape and 
color coding as well as degree of color saturation to 
indicate the ranking by each engine.  

6. Advanced filtering 

MetaCrystal enables users to perform advanced filter-
ing operations visually. Users can filter the found docu-
ments to create a short list by: a) requiring category icons 
and documents to be retrieved by a specific number of 
search engines; b) specifying Boolean constraints; c) 
applying a threshold based on the total ranking score; or 
d) selecting specific category icons or documents by 
clicking on them.  

It is well documented that users find it difficult to 
formulate Boolean queries [3, 5]. To overcome this prob-
lem, visual tools have been developed to help users spec-
ify and coordinate Boolean queries [2, 15, 21, 25]. In this 
section, we illustrate how the Category View enables 
users to visually specify Boolean constraints. Each 
category icon represents a distinct Boolean relationship 
among the inputs and represents a conjunction of the 
inputs, where some of them are negated (see Figure 3). 
The Category View represents all the possible Boolean 
queries involving its inputs in disjunctive normal form. If 
users select several category icons, then the resulting 
Boolean selection is equal to the disjunction of the 
Boolean queries associated with the selected icons. In the 
Category View, the query space defined by its N inputs is 
partitioned into 2N - 1 disjoint subsets, each of which is 
represented by a category icon. Each category icon can 
either be selected or not, thus each icon doubles the 
number of possible queries that can be specified. If the 
search results returned by five different engines are 
compared, then over 2 billion possible Boolean 
constraints can be specified in the Category View. 

Users can formulate Boolean constraints in an iterative 
fashion by successively clicking on specific category 
icons. Users do not have to use logical operators and 
parentheses explicitly. Instead, they need to identify the 
combinations of search engines that are of interest and 
select them. Thus, users can use the Category View as a 
Boolean Calculator. 

Users can also specify Boolean constraints by selecting 
a Boolean operator , such as “OR”, “OR NOT”, “AND” 
or “AND NOT”, in the Boolean Filters control. The 
cursor will change its appearance to reflect the selected 
operator. If the cursor is then placed in the area associated 

with a specific input, the cursor shape will reflect this and 
a mouse click will (de)select the category icons based on 
the selected Boolean operator and input (see Figure 3). In 
this way, users can specify complex Boolean constraints 
in a few mouse clicks.  

In summary, users can visually formulate Boolean 
constraints to filter the found documents in these two 
complementary ways: 1) (de)select specific category 
icons; 2) select specific Boolean operators and click in the 
areas associated with a specific input. The former does 
not require users to explicitly specify which Boolean 
operators to use, but users may be required to select many 
category icons. The latter requires fewer user interactions, 
but users have to specify which Boolean operator to use. 

7. Tight coupling 

Tight coupling eliminates the strict distinction between 
query and result displays, because both types of displays 
can be used to filter the data and to visualize the impact of 
progressive filtering [1]. In this section, we discuss how 
to support tight coupling between MetaCrystal’s filtering 
controls and its linked tools that represent the retrieved 
documents at different levels of aggregation. If users 
(de)select a category icon, then all of its associated docu-
ments are (de)selected. If users select a document icon, 
then its related category icon is selected, but the icon’s 
appearance also needs to reflect how many of its associ-
ated documents are selected. If users deselect a document 
icon, then its related category icon is deselected only if all 
of its associated documents are now not selected. In short, 
a category icon is selected if any of its associated docu-
ments are selected and its appearance reflects the number 
of associated documents that are currently selected. (see 
Figure 4). In particular, a category icon’s area, which is 
used to display the color coding, is scaled based on the 
percentage of associated document currently selected.  

Users can directly interact with MetaCrystal’s linked 
tools to filter the retrieved documents (as described in the 
“Advanced filtering” section). Users can also interact with 
specialized controls to filter the found documents: a) Rank 
Filter: category icons can be (de)selected based on the 
number of engines that retrieved the associated docu-
ments; b) Boolean Filters: category icons are (de)selected 
based on the selected Boolean operators and inputs. The 
Rank Filter control consists of a series rank icons that 
represent the number of documents found by a specific 
number of engines (see Figures 2 and 4). The shape of a 
rank icon encodes the number of engines that found the 
same documents. Users can (de)select a rank icon to 
(de)select all the documents found by a specific number 
of engines. If users apply Boolean operators or interact 
directly with MetaCrystal’s tools, then the Rank Filter 
control needs to reflect the number of selected documents 
associated with each of its rank icons.  
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Figure 4: shows the tight coupling between MetaCrystal’s filtering controls and its linked tools, when the documents are 
progressively filtered as follows: 1) a threshold is applied to select documents found by multiple engines as well as high-ranking 
documents found by a single engine; 2) documents retrieved by two or three engines are deselected using the Rank Filter control; 3) 
all the documents retrieved by Google are selected by choosing the “Boolean OR” operator and clicking in the area associated with 
the Google input. The selected category icons are displayed using size coding. 4) In the RankSpiral tool, documents are (de)selected 
so that the top five for each rank are selected and the very low scoring documents only found by Google are deselected. The 
appearance of a category or rank icon reflects its selection status and how many of its associated documents are selected.  
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Similar to a category icon, a rank icon is selected if 
any of its associated documents is selected and its appear-
ance reflects the number of associated documents that are 
currently selected (see Figure 4). In particular, the colored 
area of a rank icon is scaled based on the percentage of 
associated documents currently selected. 

Figure 4 illustrates the tight coupling and coordination 
between MetaCrystal’s filtering controls and its linked 
tools. Specifically, it shows how users can progressively 
filter the found documents to select the top five docu-
ments for each rank as well as all of the documents only 
retrieved by Google, except for its very low scoring ones. 
First, users apply a threshold to select documents found 
by multiple engines as well as high-ranking documents 
found by a single engine. Second, users interact with the 
Rank Filter control to deselect all the documents retrieved 
by two or three engines. Third, all the documents 
retrieved by Google are selected by choosing the 
“Boolean OR” operator and clicking in the area associated 
with the Google input. Fourth, users interact with the 
RankSpiral tool to make sure that the top five documents 
for each rank as well as all of the documents only 
retrieved by Google, except for its very low scoring ones, 
are selected. Figure 4 shows how the appearance of a 
category or rank icon reflects its selection status and how 
many of its associated documents are selected. 

8. Discussion and future research  

This paper has focused on users conducting meta 
searches on the Internet, although the MetaCrystal toolset 
can be used to visualize any ordered set of data and com-
pare the results returned by multiple search methods, such 
as different query terms or query formulations submitted 
to the same database or the same query submitted to 
multiple databases or search engines. 

MetaCrystal has been implemented in Flash, using its 
ActionScript programming language. This has the advan-
tage that it can be deployed using a Web browser and the 
file size of the application is small. The goal of future 
versions is to provide users with a versatile search inter-
face that enables them to maintain a search history so that 
previous searches can be repurposed and combined in an 
interactive fashion. Future versions will also be better 
optimized for speed. Currently, users can create multiple 
MetaCrystals at the same time. This can require the man-
agement and animation of thousands of Flash movie clips. 
It will be explored how to provide increased functionality 
and speed with fewer movie clips. MetaCrystal currently 
receives its input data in XML. The current input / output 
interface will be formalized so that new databases or 
search engines can be easily added and supported. 

Users can create crystals that compare the result sets 
returned by up to five different search engines. Each 
crystal can visualize the precise overlap between the 

engines using the Category, Cluster Bulls-Eye or 
RankSpiral views. Currently, users don’t see these 
complementary views at the same time. They can rapidly 
switch between them and an interaction in one is 
immediately reflected in the ones currently not shown. 
Thus, it would be easy to modify the current implementa-
tion so that all three visualizations are visible simultane-
ously. However, there is a tradeoff between the number of 
linked views that are visible at the same time, the amount 
of screen real estate that can be allocated to each of them 
and the number of different crystals that can be explored 
at the same time. 

Users can control the number of top documents that 
are retrieved by a search engine. The maximum number is 
100, which is a reasonable choice since search engines 
make every effort to list the “most relevant” documents as 
high as possible in their ranked lists and users rarely 
explore more than 100 documents [20]. 

As mentioned, MetaCrystal’s design is guided by the 
fact that documents found by multiple retrieval methods 
are more likely to be relevant [10, 19]. User studies will 
be conducted to test if guiding users’ attention toward 
documents found by multiple search engines will lead to 
improved search performance and user satisfaction. It will 
also be investigated if MetaCrystal and the flexibility it 
provides lead to greater user satisfaction and help users 
find relevant information more easily. In particular, it will 
be tested if the different tools support their indented tasks.  

9. Summary  

This paper addressed how information visualization 
can support users in the meta search process. It discussed 
key design requirements, such as making it easy for users 
to identify documents found by multiple search engines, 
because such documents are more likely to be relevant. 
MetaCrystal’s linked tools have been designed so that 
users can expect to find relevant documents toward the 
center of the displays, which visualize all the retrieved 
documents in a compact and structured way. This makes 
it easy for users to decide where to start their search and 
they can explore all the documents in a single display. 
The tools leverage key perceptual grouping processes. 
The Category View and Cluster Bulls-Eye employ 
proximity and similarity principles when positioning 
documents. Containment is utilized in all tools by 
mapping documents retrieved by the same number of 
search engines into in the same concentric ring. The 
RankSpiral uses continuity and connectedness principles 
by placing the documents along a spiral. 

MetaCrystal enables users to control how to combine 
and filter the search results by different search engines. Its 
direct manipulation interface enables users to iteratively 
compose and edit meta searches that visualize the precise 
overlap between up to five search engines. Its linked tools 
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support flexible exploration and guide users toward 
relevant information. The Category View displays the 
number of documents retrieved by different search engine 
combinations and can be used as a Boolean Calculator. 
The Cluster Bulls-Eye maps documents retrieved by 
multiple engines toward its center and at the same time 
helps users scan the top documents found by a single 
engine. The RankSpiral places all documents sequentially 
along an expanding spiral based on their decreasing total 
ranking scores. It makes it easy for users to identify the 
“top” documents found by a specific number of engines. 

This paper also described the hierarchy of aggregation 
used in MetaCrystal to organize the retrieved documents: 
rank icons aggregate specific category icons, which in 
turn aggregate document icons found by the same 
combination of search engines. MetaCrystal enables users 
to perform advanced filtering operations visually. Users 
can interact with specialized controls to filter the found 
documents. The Rank Filter lets users (de)select category 
icons based on the number of engines that retrieved the 
associated documents. The Boolean Filter enables users 
select category icons based on the selected Boolean op-
erators and inputs. Further, this paper discussed how the 
Category View can be used to specify Boolean constraints 
visually, because it represents all the possible Boolean 
queries involving its inputs in disjunctive normal form. 
Finally, this paper addressed how to support tight cou-
pling between MetaCrystal’s filtering controls and its 
linked tools. The colored area of a rank or category icon is 
scaled based on the percentage of its associated 
documents that are currently selected. 

The next step is to conduct formal user studies to 
investigate the effectiveness of MetaCrystal and its 
multiple tools as well as further improve the Flash 
implementation so that it can be made publicly available. 
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